
Sand Stone Budha Head 7.5in 1
Read More
SKU: 00094
Price: ₹6,500.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Buddha Head Statues, Statues &
Sculptures, Buddha Statues

Product Description

This design from CRAFTS ODISHA weathered finish for timeless styling, giving the
home ambiance a sophisticated feeling.

Material: Sandstone / Red stone
Dimension(HWL): 7.5 x 4 x 4.5 inch
Height:  7.5 inch

Features of the Sand Stone Buddha Head:

The statue depicted above is of the head of Lord Buddha.
The statue is seen in a weathered look, which gives it an age-old appearance.
The head symbolizes the disconnection between the mind and body.
A simple carving is done very delicately over a stone by the efficient craftsman of Odisha.

 Buddha Head significance: 

The head is not symbolic, as well as, a spiritual representation of the enlightened one's
wisdom and knowledge.
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The hair on  Buddha's head statues is neither totally shaved nor long, representing
Buddha's path of the middle life between the extremes of luxury and embarrassment.
Buddha's head is known as the Ushnisha, which has an oval at the top. The Ushnisha
represents the achievement of the Buddha's enlightenment and his dependency on the
spiritual guide,  the Ushnisha may have been to represent a crown on the Buddha's head.
Buddha's head usually has half-closed eyes which indicate a state of meditation, looking
inward into the self, as well as, outward.
 The smeared smile on the statue also depicts the serene nature and nobility of Lord
Buddha after attaining enlightenment. 
The long earlobes may be due to the vestiges of his life as a prince when he wore
extravagant and heavy jewelry and earrings on his ears.

Latest design tips for the interior:

The combination of neutral and bright tones will add vibrancy to your interiors and make
your place look livelier with the statue head.
Its a high time to make this piece a part of your interior, with a classic look in the living
room over a stand near the couch.
 Exhibiting them on the console or sideboard in the middle of a dual lampshade serve as a
beautiful focal point.
Say hi uniquely to your balcony garden among the potted plants where you can place the
Buddha's head.
You customized the ambiance with plants, and shrubs to compliment your home.
Provide your walls with the beautiful head of Buddha.
 Create your own style statement with your imagination by displaying it in the empty nooks
and corners of the home and office.
The elegant and eye-catching statue can be well adorned on the builtin and alcoves of the
home.
 For a sophisticated look, display them above in the floating or hanging shelve on the patio
or living room couch.

Advantages:

 Emanate the energy of peace and tranquility around you.
 Placing the head statue at home enhances spirituality and harmony.
If you placed it appropriately, brings prosperity, good health, and peace.

Cleaning techniques:
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Sand Stone sculptures are durable and shatterproof as they require very little
maintenance.
Use soapy water to wipe the surface of the statue.
Frequent cleaning is enough to keep the statue away from dust.
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